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. . . thfere if k. [the real numbers] such excellence and concordance 
matter for meditation aight and day on their admirable perfection” 
(1634:l 1111. 
that we have 
Simon Stevin 
For a set theorist, an algebraist, an order theorist, and a topologist in the narrow 
sense, the reals II3 form (at least up to a suitable isomorphism) a well-defined object 
with a unique structure. IBut a topologist in a wider sense may understand by the 
reals at least three essentially different things: 
(a) the reals supplied with the usual topology, denoted by I&. 
(b) the reals supplied with the usual uniformity, denoted by IF&. 
(c) the reaIa supplied with the usual proximity, denoted by I&,. 
These three o:lJjects are usually regarded as objects of three different categories 
~QX) and often studied by different means and by difYerent kinds 
. But it is much more nattiral and it simplifies the study of the relations 
between these three objet em as objects of the same category. For 
this purpose, *;&e cate paces and uniformly continuous maps is 
a natural candidate (bectidse the interior covers, thz uniform covers, respectively 
the proximal covers of Iw satisfy Tukey’s axioms for a uniform space). 
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In !Sc:ction 1 we will investigate for the above mentioned spaces X and Y, 
whetb’c !:X is isomorphic to a sub:space (resp. closed subspace) of some power Y” of 
Y, or ~7% 9 quotient of some copower ‘Y of Y. Here subspace, product, quotient, 
and ci.T;iyf>duct refer io the usual concepts in Unif agd the above qrlestion can be 
state&! @iq.uivalentIy in categorical terms: Does X belong to the epireflective hull of 
Y in X,.%if (resp. in the category l&if, of Hausdorff uniform spaces), or to the 
eorefkxtihe hull of Y in U&f? 
In %~lction 2 we will replace Unif by the category Nea$.u) of all nearness spaces 
(whicJa s:an be obtained by -vi;Azeni.ng Tukey’s axioms slightly) which is not only 
more !::I ,nlvenient but has :iiz additional big advantage that not only for a paracom- 
pact zI:tg,slogical space but for any symmetric topological space, its interior covers 
satisf:/ tiile axioms. Hence not only Unif and Prox but also the category Top of all 
sy mn... t crk topological spaces and continuous maps is a full subc::itegory of Near. 
Whed.hS:::~~~S subspaces and products in Urn8 and Prox are constr ?lcted exactly as in 
Near : hce Unif and Prox are bireflective in Near), they are constructed ifferently 
in ‘I$J Hence the following question which will be settled in this paper seems 
natu1.a I : Which of the above mentioned spaces X (on the reals) can be “generated” 
bY ;t!-;z;tlnlogic:ii spaces in the sense that they can be embedded into products of 
~op~zA~&ral spaces. Here the terms embedding, subspace, product refer to the 
natiirrr.6 constructions in Near, and the above questions can be stated equivalently in 
cat@hfclrical feds: Which X belong to the epireflective hull of Top in Near? 
1.1, D&nitions. (Four times the reals). 
il. ) R, denotes the reals supplied with th:: usual uniformity, i.e. the collection pu, 
of ;3i;, uniform covers of IR. 
(2 I1 63, denotes the reals supplied with the usual topology, i.e. the collection pt of 
all irl:rerior covers of R (where ‘3 is an interior cover of R iff 3 is refined by some open 
CCC F,!h of rw). 
! ‘S ‘1 R, denotes the reals supplied with the usual proximity, ie. the collection pT, of 
a%‘E i sAmal covers of R (where ‘% is a proximal cover of IF3 iff 8 is refined by some 
fiw -’ uniform COWX of R). 
I :r i& denotes the reals supplied with the collection Ff of all frugal covers of R 
(-~~+~e ‘8 is a frugal cover of R YT 01 is refined by some finite open cover of IR). 
1 ‘r 
I J,, Y enmr . Generally pU is known as the usucll uniformity of R, pt as tht: firte 
u$,hrnity of R, pP as the ~cse~~‘cl proximity of (18 or the precompact reflecriorr of F~, 
ar,%j pf as the precompact W&C~CW of Hi. 
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c stands for f is conti~~.~ous in the usual sense. 
Ustands for f is uniformly continuous in the usual sense. 
B stands for f is bounded in the usual sense. 
Table 1 
la, UB UB U U&Z 
. 
Wf CB CB C c 
Proof. Since R, and I& are proximal (=precompact) and any prcximal subspace of 
IF& or I& is bounded, any uniformly continuous map from I&, or lF& into R, or Rt 
must be bounded. 
If a uniformly continuous map f: R, -4& were not bounded then we could 
assume without loss of generality that 
{xtl-08 Ix*O}cf[R]. 
Define A = _f-‘[N]. For each n E N there would exist xn E R-A with dist (xn, A) < l/n 
and dist if@,), n)< i. Hence A and B = {x, 1 n E N} wotild be “near’” in IF&, but f [A] 
and f[B] would be disjoint closed subsets and hence not “near” irk !J& (in other words: 
91 = {R +I, 03 “- (fix,) 1 y1 E N}} E pr 
but 
f-‘“1 = {R --A IF8 -fT’f[B])a ca ) . 9 u . 
Consequently f: IF& +I& would not be uniformly continuous, a contradiction. This 
implies the boundedness of any uniformly continuous f: IF& + Rf. The boundetdness 
of any uniformly continuous map IR I -+ R, resp. iJ&,+ Iwf follows immediately. 
It is a well known fact (se: e.g. Isbell 18, p. 261) that any uniformly co.Itinuous 
f: R, + R, (i.e. any S-map) is uniformly continuous in the usual sense, i.e. uniformly 
continuous as a map f: R, + II&. Hence uniform continuity off in the usua”a sense is 
equivalent o ~A~forrn continuity of zny sf t e fQl~owing maps: f: b + 437 f: ‘RI + RI, 
!_ 2: -,ave at a ly continllous ma 
Rj has :o be continuous in thz usual sense, i.e. 
uniformly 03ntinuous as a map R8, + Rt. 
1*4. Lemmi. For every interior cmxr % of Bat here exists a. tcnijiwmly CO~C~~UOUS 
,bijection f: R, + R, ruch that f 9.X lin a uniform cover of R . , -. . :a ‘. ’ ** ,- , , ‘. ,_ * _, -. “,,, ;sl-, j 
Pm& For every n E N the interval E-n, n ] is dbmpad. l%%ke ‘t&i$k .&is& 0, ,S 0 
such that for each x E I-n, n] the open inter& ..&@ c&‘&r x bnd radius kfl is 
contained in some element of %* One can also, arr&$&t .&+.l T e, 4 1. Define a 
plliecewise linear‘ uniformly continua ;FG bijectioti fi i&_+ R,. by. leaving the origin . 
fixed and stretching for each 1% ff N the internab [v, -n + I] atid [n.- I, n J each by 
the factor E ,‘, Then i% = {f [.A] i A E 8) is a uniform cover of rW, sirice it is refined 
b,:y the set of all B c R with diam B < 1. 
la115. Proposition. Table 2l exhibits whether X is i.sz the epireflectim: hull of Y in Unif 
6-k) or not (-): 
Table 2 
R* 3-w +w -(3) 43) 
4 +@I +m +m +co 
Rf 4-m +m +a) +w -- 
* The numbers in parentheses refer to the proof. 
Proof, (1) trivial. 
(2) Each of the four spaces contains the closed unit interval I = [0, 1] (supplied 
with the collection p of all interior (=uniform) covers in the usual sense) as a 
subspace, and evzy proximal (=precompact) space (hence 08, and II&) is isomorphic 
to a subspace of a power of I. 
(3) Subspaces and products of proximal spaces are proximal. R, and I& are 
proximal but R, and Rt are not. 
(4) According to Lemma 1.4, fcr each % E JL~ there exists a 8 E p,, andI a uni- 
formly continuous bijection f&& + IF!,, with %?I =f&l’% The induced map f:lR, + lR$ is 
obviously an (even closed) embedding, 
(5) According to Proposition I.3 every uniformly continuous map g: R, + I& is 
bounded. Hence for any uniformly continuous map f: IFB,7, BB: the image f [ 
relatively compact and therefore proximal subspace of I$:. Conseque\itly f cannot 
If we denote the epireflective huZ1 of Y irt 
describes the [ k’):reflection 
by [Y] then Table 3 
of X (where the refledm maps are alway t/‘te k&.&y on 
02): 
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Proof. Immediate from Plapositions 1.3 and 1.5. 
Next we turn to the question: which of the above X can be embedded as closed 
subspaces of some power of Y, equivalently: which of the above X belongs to the 
epireflective hull of Y in the category Unif, of Hausdorff uniform spaces? 
13. Proposition. Table 4 exhibits whether X is in the epireflective hull of Y in IJnif, 
(+) or not (-): 
Table 4 
\,. Rf 
f&i +(l) -(a -(a -m 
R +(4) +(I) -0 -(2) 
4 - (3) -(3) +m -w 
@f -(3) -(3) +d) +m 
Proof. (1) Trivial. 
(2) Follows from Proposition 1.3. 
(3) Follows from the fact that R, and Rt are complete but R, and Iwf are not. 
(4) Follows as in roposition 1.5(d). 
(Sj: Every uniformIy continuous map f:Rp -+I& is bounded. Hence any closed 
image of IR, ii8 I# IAS t&3 be relatively compact, and therefore comp:sct, 
consequently non-isomorphic to R,. 
If we denot: the epireflective Ml of Yin if, by [ Y] then Table 
5 describes the0 [ Yl-reflections of X (wh.ere p/R denoti?s the ?ech-Stone 
compacti’cation of 2, i.e. the completion of I&, and aR denotes the 51 m uel 
compactificatio; . ,‘ R, i.e. the completion of R,): 
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Proof. Immediate from Propositi0n.s 1.6, 1.7, and the fact thai /3R and 08, being 
compact, belong to any of the above [Y]. 
Propositions 1.5 and 1.7 can be interpreted as answers to the question which of 
the spacer, Ri, defined in Definitions 1.1, “generate” which of the spaces FSi. If we 
dualize the concept of generation we may ask which of the spaces Ri belong to the 
coreflective hull fiwj] of BBj in Unif; equivalently: which of the spaces BBi are 
quotients of copowers of Dzgj in Unif. The following result shows that this is the case 
ifandonQifi=jori=t. 
X.9. Pmpasition. Table 5 exhibits whether X is in the corej?ective hull of Y in Unif 
(+) or not (-): 
Table 6 
kl +W -43) -4% -(V 
& +(a +w +@I +(2) 
4 -w -(3) +(U - (4,) 
Rf -W -(3) -(% +u 1 
(2) If suffices to show that for every % ti fit there exists a uniformly continuous 
map f: 08, + R, (hence f: 08, + R, and fi l&-a IF& are uniformly continuous too) 
f-%& yU. Since !!I is not an interior cover of R there exists an xg E IF! such that no 
A E %?I is a neighborhop of x0. The function f: IR + R, defined by 
j(x) = min{xo +1, 
does the job. 
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(3) If we denste the corefiective hull Of X in Unif by [Xl, then Proposition ‘1.3 
immediately implies that id : I& -)R, is the [RJ-coreflection of RU. Hence 08, does 
not belong to the coreflective hull of IR,, The same argument applies if we replace 
R, by R, or I&. 
(4) The same argument as in (3) shows that ki:Ri+ R, is the [I&]-coreflection of 
R, in Unif, and that M: w1,+ R, is the [IF&J-coreftection of R, in Unit, 
(5) Because of (2) the same argument as in (3) can be applied to show t,hat I 
id: If& 3 R, is simultaneously the [I&,]-coreflection and the [&I-corefkction of l&u in 
Unif, and that id: I&-+ I& is simultaneously the [IF&]-OoreflectSon a d the [I&,]- 
coreflection of I& in Unif. 
1.10. Proposition. If we denote the coregective hull of Y in Unif by [Y] then Table 
7 exhibits the [ Y]-corefiection of X: 
Table 7 
2. The epirellectiw hull of Top in Nerrr 
A nearness spuc~ is a pair X = (X, cc) where X is a set and cc is a non-empty 
collection of non-empty covers of X satrJfying the following axioms: 
(Kl) Any collection of subsets of X *.vhich is refined by some member of h 
belongs to JL 
(p;i2) ‘?k~ and%kp imply?I.4~=(AnBl.~4E:S2IandBE~)E~. 
(N3) 91 E p implies’ {int,A i A G ‘%} E p. 
The members of are called uniform covers Of X. A function f: 7C-, between 
nearness spaces and Y is called a ma provided f-“?I = (f-‘A I.4 E ?I} is a 
uniform cover of rm cover 5’1 of . The category of nearness 
denotes the full subcategory of r whose objects are those nearness 
= (X, p) which satisfy the condition: 
ion ‘% of subsets it’ X, for which {int,A 1 A E ?I) covers X, belongs 
to /.L. 
’ x E in,t,A iff (A, 
This condition could be phrased as: every interior cover is uniform.’ Thus, in view 
of axiom (N3), the nearness spaces in Top are those .for which uniform covers are 
;>recisely the interior covers. As can be seen easily (cf. [4], [5]) the correspondence 
4~ *+i.~t, provides an isomorphism between ‘hp and the category of symmetric3 
topoalsgical spaces and continulous maps. Thus objects, ofTq~~ will &e: called, for 
simplicity, topological spaces. lliop is a bicar&ective. s&cgtcgoq sf N$ar7 .a fact 
which implies that Top2 is c!osed under the formation of sums (=coproducts) and 
quotients. (Throughout the sequel, the terms product, subsp.ace, sum, quotient, 
etc., refer to operations taken m Near-) As usual, the Talg-oloreflection 1*X .of a 
nearness space X will be called the underlying topological space of,X. 
As opposed to Unif, the c:ategory Top is not closed under the formation of 
subspaces in Near. (In fact, a subspace of a topological space G-esp. ‘&s#pace) is 
again topological iff it is extension-closed (resp. closed) in the SGIIS;~~ of HaIrsis [3].) 
Since many nearness spaces (e.g. all proximity spaces = precompact uniform spaces 
in particular IR, and I&) turned out to be subspaces of topological nearness spaces, 
the following conjecture arose: 
Co~jcdare 1. Every nearness space is a subspace of a topological space. 
This conjecture was destroyed independently by Naimpally and Whitfield [lo] by 
means of a rathet complicated example and by Bentley [l] who showed that a 
complete uniform space (more generally: a complete Hausdorff nearness pace) is a 
subspace of some topological space iff it is itself topological. In particular, the 
following uniform spaces are not subspaces of topological spaces (cf. Bentley [1], 
Herrlich [6], Isbell [S]): 
(a) R. 
(b) The subspclces of IF&,, determined by the sets X1 := t+.Ju{(n +1)/n 1 n E t!J}, , 
X2 = 49, X3 = IP, etc. 
(c) R$forn>l. 
(d) XH” for arbitrary paracompact, non-compact, topological spaces X. 
(e) X’ for arbitrary non-compact Hausdorff topological spaces X and suitable I. 
(f) X x Y for arbitrary non-compact Hausdorff topological spaces X and suitable 
compact Hausdorff spaces Y. 
These examples led to the following: 
Every neamess space is a subspace of cz proaluct of topological spaces. 
Stated in cstcgorical terms: 
re ear is the epireflective hull of 
e principal objective in t c present paper is the destruction of Conjecture 3. In 
etric topological space k one whit es the axiom of Sanin 
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fact, R, is, once again, an appropriate counterexample, however, this time, the 
proof is more complicated. More generally, it will be shown that no connected, 
non-proximal, naetrizable (=uniform f countable base) nearness pace can be in the 
epireflective hu!l of TOP. 
in rt$ ;ult prcrperly we need a few more definitions. 
ase of the nearness space X = (X, cc) provided v c p and each 
member of p is refined by some member of u. A nearness pace X is called discrete 
iff every function f: X + Y from to a nearness pa V is a map. Equivalently, X is 
discrete iff every cover of X is uniform cover of . A nearness pace X is called 
connected provided p does not contain a non-trivial partition of X. If ‘8 is a uniform 
cover of X and if x, y E X, then an ?I-chain rrom x to y is a finite sequence 
Xl ,...,x,ofpointsofXwithxl=x,x,=y,andforeachi=1....,n-I,thereis 
A E 9 with {xi, xi+l)C A. X is connected iff for each pair of points, x, y E X and for 
any uniform cover Vl of X, there is an &chain from x to y, 
A nearness lzace X is called an &space iff the underlying topological space TX 
of X is a &space, i.e. iff finite sets are closed in TX, equivalently iff {X -{AC}, X - 
{y}} Ep for any two different points n and y of X. 
23. Lemma. Let II be a full, isomorphism-closed subcategory of Near for which the 
B&-reflection of each %I object is also a B object. Let X be an &space which is in the 
epireflective huN of E in Near. T Ien X is the epireflective hull of B n NI ir; blear. 
Proof. Let f: X-, ni,=IYi be an embedding of X into a product of B spaces. For 
each i E f, let ei: Yi + (Y,)r denote the Nr-reflection of Yi. Let h: n Vi + fl (U,)l 
ap induced by the family (ei)i,r. Then h 0 f: X+ fl (Yi)l is an embed- 
ding. 
2.2. Theorem. Let X be a connected P&space which hus a countable base and 
which has a countably infiGte discrete subspace. Then X is no! in the epireflective huil 
of Top. 
Proof. Let {%I, 82, . . .) be a countable base of X and let 9 D ={xI, ~2,. . J, be 2 
et 5 subspace of (with xi Z ~i if i ). Then {(A I}r {x2}, . . .) is a uniform cover 
and so there is a ifornn cover 9 0 whose trace 3n D is {(xl), {x2), . . . }. Since 
is an Nr-space, D is a closed subspace of Now, assume that x is in the 
is embeddable in ii (nc: 
simpiicity, assume that 
e the k-th projection map. 7’he ;Iniform 
e {i*, . * . , i,,) is p. is an cover of 
and H I-I D r, {x~}, which gives a contradicti& 
Sleermi Claim, There exist an infinite subset 2 of R, a k E (1, . , . , m}, and an open 
cover @ of Xi, such that 6 refines & and for any HE @, Z npi,‘H has at most one 
etement. 
Prosf of Sesomd Claim. Choose 21 and k as in the First Claim. Define an 
equivalence relation - on Z1 by z -2’ ifi P~,Z = pikz’* Choose 2 as any subset of Z1 
which contains exactly one member of each equivalence class. Since each 
equivalence class is finite, Z must be infinite. The desired open refinement @ is 
obtained by replacing any V E &, with the property that U’ = Z npl,‘&r contains 
at least two elements, by the finitely many sets (U -pi,(c/‘: -(u})), u E U’. This 
compEctes the proof of second claim. 
Now, fix Z, k, and 8 to be as in Second Claim. Write Z as a sequence ~1, z+. + . + 
with zi # zi if i #J, For eac.h n = I, 2, . . . choose a ‘Bn-chain yl, . . , ) yq from 2” to 
z~+I, let 
Wn =max{rE(l,. . . , q>[ys q$pikz, for at1 s f{l, . . . , rj} 
and let U” = yw, and vn ==y,++~ (wn<q since pi,(r,)+p~i,(z~+t)). lhen for each 
n = I;& *. . , 
Refine 6 by replacing each HE fj, with the property that r, E pi’_&& by the sets 
H -QT;~(u,$ and H L(pjk(u,)). Denote the resulting open refinement of @ by an: 
and’define@,=It,forr~{X,,..,m}-{k},Then 
has to be a utiiform cover of X and ~$3 fo: some n, & refines YL There is B ~33% 
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with &, un} c B and there are G, E a,, r = 1, . . . , m, with 
Since: Pj,(ze)G pik(U,)E C&, then zn E pi*Gk and, bv definition of @Sk, there exists 
J? s 8 with 6k =H -(pi,(&)} OF Gk = H -(p,(Zr,))- Hence (pik(Un), pik (IV,)}* Gk, 
contradicting 
(un, V”) c B c x n ii pi,lG,- 
r=l 
A nearness pace X is called metrizable provided there exists a metric a” on Jl for 
which the uniform covers of are precisely those collections % which satisfy: for 
some positive 8, each E ball is a subset of some IBember of 8. It is well known that a 
nearness pace is metrizable iff it is uniform anci has a countable base. 
2.3. Theorem. If X is a connected metrizable nearness space, then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) X is in the epireflective hull of Top in Near. 
(2) X is sdMopologica1 (i.e. a subspace of a topological space). 
(3) X is yecompact. 
Proof. (l)+(3) follows immediately from Theorem 2.2, since any non-preccbmpact 
metrizable space has an infinite discrete subspace. 
(3)+(2) follows from the fact that any precompact space is a subspace of its 
completion which is a compact Hausdorff space and hence topological. 
(2)=3 (1) is trival. 
. Questions. There still remains the problem to give a nice characteriza.;ion of: 
(1) The epireflective 1 of R, in Unif (which is, of course, the sa,me as the 
epireflective hull of R, i 
(2) The epireflective 
(= fully normal topological spaces = fine 
if is obviously 
e r0 d ask for the coreflective hull 
. This non-trivi:.l question has been answered by Katgtov [I>]: it is all 
every nearness pace is a quotient of %crne uniform space. 
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